
Prison Hack

Setting:
A prison in the future with extremely sophisticated technology. The technology challenges the normal 
imagery of a prison. Wide open spaces and doors. The building resembles more of a present day 
shopping mall than a prison.

Outside of the building is a concrete patio for prisoners to get outside. The perimeter of the patio is 
painted with yellow and black warning stripes, and a few signs are posted reminded prisoners not to 
step on “the lawn”.

“The lawn” is an enourmous field sorrounding all sides of the prison. At the end of the field is the gate 
to the prison, which like the building's doors, are always open. Prisoners who step onto the lawn will 
receive a potentially lethal jolt of electricity through a collar they all are forced to wear.

This is a time when society is either unaware on the degree of reliance on technology or has  
completetly abandoned a fear of the technological failure. Essentially there is no caution to the 
application of the technology to keep prisoners from reentering society.

Story:
A hacker is serving out a long sentence in a prison with advanced technology. Ironcically, the narrator 
was caught in a crime of opportunity. One that, at the time, he didn't think was worth taking his normal 
level of caution. If he or she had been caught for his normal criminal activity, he or she wouldn't have 
been placed in this particular prison.

The prison technology includes 2 robot guards to always be in close proximity to each prisoner. The 
robots two main tools to subdue prisoners are tasers and an injection of seditatives.

True to his or her nature, the hacker has figured out a way to hack the prison system through the robot 
guards, which must periodically sync up with a central system. To compromise the robot a devise that 
the hacker created (and his robot guards observed him creating) a device that needed to be placed onto 
one robot guard.

But the hacker does not carryout the escape alone, reasoning that acting alone will give authorities an 
easy target. The hacker recruits 4 individuals to help. Each is unaware of the involvement of the other 
three. Three of the four are responsible for creating placing the device on the robot. This is done by a 
staged fight between two and the third prisoner placing the device on the robot.

The fourth accomplice is Rock. The hacker has convinced him to build up enough endurance to the 
shocks and sedatives from the guards that he can make it out to the lawn. Prisoners stepping out onto 
the lawn receive a potentially lethal shock through a collar all prisoners wear. Before this shock is 
delivered the robots receive a request to sync up with the central system. This is to confirm that the 
prisoner is in fact on the lawn and not somewhere else in the prison.

It takes a long time, but one day Rock finallys makes it out on the lawn. As the robots sync up, the one 
compromised by the hacker sends malicious code to the central system. Which simultaneously releases 
all of the prisoners (their collars fall off).

By the time the authorities return to the prison, the hacker has already made it to a computer to cover 



his tracks and leave another surpise. The robots subdue the authorities and place the prison collars on 
them.

Characters:
• Narrator

◦ It is unclear which prisoner the narrator is.
• Rock

◦ A prisoner who the narrator has convinced to build up a tolerance to the robots methods of 
subduing prisoners so Rock can make it passed them and onto to the lawn.

• Pair of Fighting Prisoners
◦ Two prisoners will start fighting in order to draw the attention of the robots guards

• Agent of the Narrator
◦ During the prison fight, the agent will jump onto the back of one of the robots to place a 

device crafted by the narrator onto the robot.
• A Compromised (Hacked) Robot
• Numerous Unnamed prisoners
• Numerous Prison Guard Robots
• Numerous Armed Human Guards

Themes to play up if there is an opportunity:
• Cannot depend on technology always being smarter than people
• The distinction between being uncorruptible and disloyal
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Panel 1. 

• Description: A prisoner overshadowed by two large guards. Lighting or positioning makes it 
impossible to distinguish the face of the prisoner, or recognize the guards as robots.

• Caption: “It doesn't matter how they caught me. The only thing that will matter is that the 
powers that be incarcerated a hacker in one of the world's most technologically sophisticated 
prisons.”

Panel 2. 
• Description: Guards are clearly distinguishable as Robots, as are all of the other guards trailing 

all of the other prisoners roaming around. The prisoner's face obscured, but his/her attention is 
directed towards where a fight is beginning to start.

• Caption: “A prison without human guards. Just two robots for each of us.”

Panel 3. 
• Description: Close up of the fight between two prisoners that the narrator had observed.
• Caption: Can't distract them...

Panel 4. 
• Description: The robots guarding the two prisoners who are righting recognize that something is

wrong
• Caption: “Can't out muscle them”
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Panel 1. 
• Description: Robots react. They are about about about to shock the two fighters with an electric 

shock and a sedative injection.
• Caption: “Can't outnumber them...”

Panel 2. 
• Description: A third person jumps on the back of one of the robots. He is able to plant a device 

practically made out of aluminium foil on the robot before being removed.

Panel 3. 
• Description: The robots are continuing to subdue all 3 prisoners with electric shocks and 

seditives
• Caption: “Can't escape them...”

Panel 4. 
• Description: Prisoners ouside the prison's always open door on the patio.
• Caption: “System works so well the front door is always open. We can walk outside, but can't 

step onto 'the lawn' that divides us from the gate.”
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The panels are a sequence of a prisoner named “Rock” trying to escape over a several months. Each 
time is a different day, which can be marked by different outfits, indicating the dates in the panels, or 
some other way.

Panel 1. 
• Caption: “Rock got it in his head that that he could build up a tolerance to both the shocks and 

the seditative. If he just kept trying to escape he'd eventually get far enough.”

Panel 2. 
• Caption: “At first it seemed like a waste. But we've all seen now that each day he has been 

getting a little farther.”

Panel 3. 
• Caption: “With no human guards there is no one to ask him why he does this every day when he

only has 46 days left on his sentence. I supposed this anomaly is logged somewhere in a file.”

Panel 4. 
• Caption: “Now someone like me who won't be released for a few decades has far more 

motivation to escape.”
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Panel 1. 

• Caption: “From what I've been able to derive from my time here is that the robots sync to a 
central system only on two occaisions.”

Panel 2. 
• Description: Collar comes unlocked and falls to the ground. The prisoner is free to walk away



• Caption: “A few moments before someone is released”

Panel 3. 
• Description: Rock makes it passed the robots and onto the lawn. It is clearly daylight.
• Caption: “And just before the system carries out the last resort to prevent an escape. A 

potentially lethal jolt of electricity from the shock collar.”

Panel 4. 
• Description: Aeriel perspective emphasizing the distance between the physical building and the 

gate. Rock can be seen running on the field towards the gate.
• Caption: “That's why the field between the door and the gate is so long.  Gives the system 

enough time to run its checks, and more importantly gives my hack time to set in.”

Panel 5. 
• Description: Rock's collar falls off as Rock is running. And smiling.
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Panel 1. 
• Description: Shock collars are falling off on all prisoners. Robots don't respond to a fight in 

progress Someone is removing the tinfoil device that had been put on the one guard robot 
during the fight.

• Caption: “I could done it alone. Worked it it so it only set me free. But this makes it much more 
likely I won't be caught before I can cover my tracks.”

Panel 2. 
• Description: Several hours later . Evening. Armed human guards enter the open doors of the 

now abandoned prison. 
• Caption: “By the time they carry out whatever hastily planned response they puke out, it will 

already be too late.”

Panel 3. 
• Description: After all the armed guards enter the prison they are all shocked by the robots. 
• Caption: “I'll have made it to a computer.”

Panel 4. 
• Description: Robots are putting on shock collars on the fallen guards
• Caption: “Fools assumed that since robots aren't curruptable they must be loyal.”


